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Hernandez V. Napocor :Hernandez V. Napocor :*

Injunction Against High-Voltage Lines

Adjacent to Residences

 

The Facts

 

          Sometime in 1996, Respondent National Power Corporation began the

construction of  29 steel poles in connection with its 230 kilo-volt Sucat-Araneta-

Balintawak Power Transmission Project.  These poles, each of  which was 53.4 meters

high, were to support overhead tension cables that would pass through Dasmariñas

Village, Makati City, where petitioners’ homes were located. 

 

          Trouble ensued when petitioners discovered some scientific studies, finding that

electromagnetic fields created by high-voltage power lines could cause a range of

illnesses from cancer to leukemia.  In a privileged speech, Representative Francis

Joseph G. Escudero denounced the cavalier manner in which Napocor had ignored

safety and consultation requirements. An explanation was demanded by

Representative Arnulfo Fuentebella, chairperson of  the House Committee on Energy. 

Respondent admitted that it was still negotiating with petitioners, and that it had come

up with four options to address the problem:  transfer the line, maintain a 12-meter

distance from the village, construct an underground line, or reroute along C-5 and

South Luzon Expressway. These negotiations resulted in an impasse.

 

          On March 9, 2000, petitioners filed a Complaint for Damages with Prayer for

the Issuance of  a Temporary Restraining Order and/or a Writ of  Preliminary

Injunction against Napocor.  Judge Francisco B. Ibay issued an Order temporarily

restraining it from energizing and transmitting high-voltage electric current through
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the project.  This Order was extended from 2 days to 18 days.[1] 

 

          Respondent filed with the Court of  Appeals (CA) a Petition for Certiorari with

Prayer for TRO and Preliminary Injunction and sought the dismissal of  the

Complaint, on the ground that the trial court had no jurisdiction.[2]  It cited Section 1

of  Presidential Decree No. 1818, which states:

 
Section 1.  No Court in the Philippines shall have jurisdiction to issue any restraining

order, preliminary injunction or preliminary mandatory injunction in any case, dispute, or
controversy involving an infrastructure project, or a mining, fishery, forest or other natural
resource development project of the government, or any public utility operated by the
government, including among other public utilities for transport of the goods or
commodities, stevedoring and arrastre contracts, to prohibit any person or persons, entity
or government official from proceeding with or continuing the execution or implementation
of any such project, or the operation of such public utility or pursuing any lawful activity
necessary for such execution, implementation or operation.

 
 

          While the Petition was pending before the CA, the trial court ordered the

issuance of  a writ of  preliminary injunction to stop Napocor from installing high-

voltage cables and from energizing and transmitting high-voltage electric current

through those cables.[3] 

 

          On May 3, 2000, the CA reversed the trial court’s Order on the ground that

Section 1 of  Presidential Decree 1818 clearly proscribed injunctions against

infrastructure projects.  It further cited Supreme Court Circulars 2-91 and 13-93 dated

March 15, 1991, and March 5, 1993, respectively.[4]

 

          Petitioners filed the instant Petition, contending that the proscription in PD

1818 should not be applied to cases of  extreme urgency, such as when the right to

health and safety was hanging on the balance.[5] 
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The Issue

 

          The issue was whether the trial court may temporarily restrain or preliminarily

enjoin Napocor from constructing and operating the 29 steel poles or towers,

notwithstanding Presidential Decree 1818

 

The Court’s Ruling

 

          In a unanimous Decision penned by Justice Minita V. Chico-Nazario,[6] the

Court granted the Petition.  It held that the prohibition contained in Presidential

Decree 1818 extended only to the issuance of  injunctions or restraining orders against

administrative acts, in controversies involving facts or the exercise of  discretion in

technical cases.  It did not cover controversies involving questions of  law, as those

involved in the instant case.

 

What Presidential Decree 1818 aimed to avert was the untimely frustration of

government infrastructure projects, particularly by provisional remedies. Otherwise,

the greater good would suffer from the disruption of  the pursuit of essential

government projects or the frustration of  the economic development effort of  the

nation.  PD No. 1818, however, was not meant to be a blanket prohibition that would

disregard the fundamental right to the health, safety and well-being of  a community,

guaranteed by the Constitution.[7] 

 

Indeed, the prohibition was not absolute.  It only prohibited the courts from

issuing injunctions against administrative acts involving facts or the exercise of

discretion in technical cases.  Outside this dimension, the Supreme Court declared that

courts could not be prevented from exercising their power to restrain or prohibit

administrative acts in cases involving questions of  law.[8]
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The instant controversy involved questions of  law.  Petitioners raised the issues

of  whether there was a violation of  their constitutionally protected right to health,[9]

and whether respondent had indeed violated the Local Government Code provision[10]

on prior consultation with affected communities.  These questions of  law removed the

case from the protective mantle of  Presidential Decree 1818.[11]

 

Moreover, the issuance by the trial court of  a preliminary injunction found legal

support in Section 3 of  Rule 58 of  the Rules of  Court,[12] which merely required a

probable violation of  the applicant’s rights and a tendency to render the judgment

ineffectual.  In the case at bar, there was adequate evidence on record to justify the

conclusion that the Napocor project would probably imperil the health and safety of

petitioners. 

 

First, petitioners presented copies of  studies linking the incidence of  illnesses,

such as cancer and leukemia, to exposure to electromagnetic fields.  

 

Second, the Napocor brochure on its Quezon power project had a provision that

power lines should be located within safe distances from residences because of  the

danger concomitant with high-voltage power. 

 

Third, documents on record showed that respondent had made representations

that it was looking into the possibility of  relocating the project, and that it had even

undertaken a series of  negotiations and meetings with petitioners.  These documents

and negotiations suggested that their health concerns were far from imaginary.  If

there was indeed no cause for concern, it would not have come up with options to

address their woes. Neither would Representative Escudero have fired away strong

words of  censure in his privileged speech.[13]   

 

While it was true that the issue of  whether the transmission lines were safe was
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essentially evidentiary in nature and pertained to the very merits of  the action below,

the Court found that the possibility of  health risks from exposure to electromagnetic

radiation was within the realm of  a scientific scale of  probability.  It held that there

was sufficient basis on record engendering a cloud of  doubt over the danger posed by

the project upon the lives of  petitioners.  Indeed, probability was enough for injunction

to issue as a provisional remedy. In contrast, injunction as a main action was resorted to

when one needed to establish absolute certainty as basis for a final and permanent

injunction. Pending the final determination of  the trial court on the main case, it was

prudent to preserve the status quo.[14]

 

The Supreme Court held that its circulars on the observance of  PD 1818 did

not suggest an unbridled prohibition on the issuance of  writs of  preliminary injunction

or temporary restraining orders.  What these circulars prohibited was the

indiscriminate issuance of  court injunctions.[15]  They simply enjoined judges to observe

utmost caution, prudence and judiciousness in issuing temporary restraining orders

and in granting writs of  preliminary injunction, so as to avoid any suspicion that these

measures were for considerations other than the strict merits of  the case.[16]  Thus,

there was nothing in the circulars that would tie the hands of  the courts from issuing a

writ of  preliminary injunction.[17]

 

This Decision did not seek to undermine the purpose of  the Napocor project,

which was aimed at the common good of  the people.  But the Court recognized, too,

that the primordial concern should be the far-reaching irreversible effects to human

safety, rather than the economic benefits presumed by respondent.  Of  what use

would modernization be if  it proved to be a scourge to an individual’s fundamental

right, not just to health and safety, but to the preservation of  life itself  in all of  its

desired quality?[18]
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*           GR No. 145328, March 23, 2006, per Chico-Nazario, J.
[1]           Decision, pp. 4-5.
[2]           Id. at 5.
[3]           Id. at 6.
[4]           Id. at 6-7.
[5]           Id. at 8.
[6]              First Division.  Concurred in by Chief  Justice Artemio V. Panganiban (Division chairperson); and

Justices Consuelo Ynares-Santiago, Ma. Alicia Austria-Martinez, and Romeo J. Callejo Sr.
(members).

[7]           Decision, p. 16.
[8]           Id at 9-10 (citing Zamora v. Caballero, GR No. 147767, January 14, 2004, 419 SCRA 384; Malaga v.

Penachos, Jr., GR No. 86695, September 3, 1992, 213 SCRA 516, 523-524; G & S Transport
Corporation v. CA, 432 Phil 7, 22 [2002]).

[9]           CONSTITUTION, ARTICLE II, SEC. 15.  “The State shall protect and promote the right to
health of  the people and instill consciousness among them.”

[10]          LOCAL GOVERNMENT CODE, SEC. 27.  “x x x.  No project or program shall be
implemented by government authorities unless the consultations mentioned are complied with, and
prior approval of  the Sanggunian concerned is observed.”

[11]          Decision, p. 10.
[12]          “Sec. 3.  Grounds for issuance of  preliminary injunction.  – A preliminary injunction may be granted

when it is established:
(a)    That the applicant is entitled to the relief  demanded, and the whole or part of  such relief

consists in restraining the commission or continuance of  the act or acts complained of, or in
requiring the performance of  an act or acts, either for a limited period or perpetually;

(b)   That the commission, continuance or non-performance of  the act or acts complained of
during the litigation would probably work injustice to the applicant; or

(c)    That a party, court, agency or a person is doing, threatening, or is attempting to do, or is
procuring or suffering to be done, some act or acts probably in violation of  the rights of  the
applicant respecting the subject of  the action or proceeding, and tending to render the
judgment ineffectual.” (Emphasis supplied.)

[13]          Decision, pp. 11-13.
[14]          Id. at 13-14.
[15]          Circular No. 2-91 (March 15, 1991).  “x x x. The Office of  the Court Administrator has been

continuously receiving reports and/or complaints against Judges who are indiscriminately issuing
court injunctions against the National Power Corporation in gross violation of  Sec. 1 of  P.D. 1818.
x x x.”

            Circular No. 13-93.  “The Office of  the Court Administrator has been continuously receiving
reports and/or complaints against the indiscriminate issuance of  restraining orders and court
injunctions against the National Power Corporation and other government public utility firms in
gross violation of Sec. 1 of  PD 1818. x x x.”

            Circular No. 68-94.  “x x x. In order to obviate complaints against the indiscriminate issuance of
restraining orders and court injunctions against government public utilities and infrastructure
projects in gross violation of the aforesaid Presidential Decree, the provision of  Circular No. 13-93
issued on March 5, 1993 is hereby reiterated for your strict compliance.”

[16]          Administrative Circular No. 7-99.  “x x x. Judges are thus enjoined to observe utmost caution,
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prudence and judiciousness in the issuance of  TRO and in the grant of  writs of  preliminary
injunction to avoid any suspicion that its issuance or grant was for consideration other than the
strict merits of  the case. x x x.”

[17]          Decision, pp. 15-16.
[18]          Id. at 16-17.
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